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Country Artist Song Comments My 10 qualifiers I guess the top 10 Result

Finland The Rasmus Jezebel Most likely Swedens 12 point. The Rasmus 
do not disappoint anyone who is a fan. Not 
bad and I guess the contests most famous 
participant from an international point of 
view. I like it, not a top song in my list, but 
far from the bottom.

8

Israel Michael Ben David I.M. Oh God, this is so camp so I can’t do 
anything else than laugh. It’s a pity cause 
the guy can sing and with a real song I 
guess it would have been a top song. Now 
it’s like Conchita Wurst going male.

12

Serbia Konstrakta In corpore sano Is it good? Is it bad? What is it? I am 
leaning towards this is not bad. Strange, 
more like performance art than Eurovision.

9

Azerbaijan Nadir Rustamli Fade to black Here we have the first looooong ballad out 
of three tonight. This is called ”Weather, 
weatheeeeeer”, and later on you will hear 
”River, Riveeeeer”. Two of the three will 
most likely pass to the final, I hope this is 
one of them even if he is out of top 10 on 
my personal list.

11

Georgia Circus Mircus Lock me in OK, I do not hate it but really? Why? 14

Malta Emma Muscat I am what I am Poor Emma, first to win in Malta and then 
announced the song she won with is nt the 
song she will sing in Eurovision and they 
go for a gospel like song made for a group 
of full sized black women. Now it is easy to 
forget it as soon as the last tune.

13
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San Marino Achille Lauro Stripper Hated it with a passion from the first time I 
heard it, but I must admit it’s not that bad 
as I thought from the beginning. The singer 
has also turned out to be nicer than he 
looks.

16

Australia Sheldon Riley Not the same Oh my God again. Why do every woke 
gender confused person in the world think 
that Eurovision is the big thing. As said 
above, three long ballads performed by 
men, this is number 2. And this is just bad 
with capital B.

17

Cyprus Andromache Ela Finally Cyprus sound like Cyprus again and 
not generic pop (including ”Fuego”, sorry 
ESC fans). So this is thumbs up and can’t 
fail to qualify for the final.

3

Ireland Brooke That’s rich I love this Irish entry, and if she shine on 
stage and bring some attitude this will go 
on to Saturdays final. But she might be a 
bit young to make the lyrics 100% real. We 
will see. On my playlist in any case.

5

North Macedonia Andrea Circles No, not my cup of tea even if I feel sorry for 
her almost not being able to go back to 
North Macedonia after putting the flag on 
the ground at a photo shoot. The country 
have gone bananas after that.

15

Estonia Stefan Hope Why do Estonia lover ”Avicii” pop this 
much so they send these kind of songs 
over and over. I don’t hate it, and they will 
pass to the finals.. But very boring.

10
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Romania WRS Llámame This years guilty pleasure, like Moldova last 
year. I know it’s not good but can’t stop to 
love it, and I know he can’t dance and the 
sexy moves is like watching a car crash in 
slow motion. But I love the song.

4

Poland Ochman River The third ballad in the group of songs 
mentioned above. I seriously hate it, but it 
is most likely the one of the three that’s 
sure to qualify, even if ”River, Riveeeeer” is 
the only thing you remember after. One of 
the favorites to win in the odds.

17

Montenegro Vladana Breathe It take a short while before the Balkan 
drums enters the song and it goes 100% 
my thing. I hope she will deliver on stage 
so Montenegro will be in the finals.

7

Belgium Jérémie Makiese Miss you Don´t know why this song is so forgotten in 
odds, fan votes etc. This is music of today 
and if he deliver I can even see it win (win 
2022 is second place after Ukraine).

1

Sweden Cornelia Jakobs Hold me closer So, if she make love to the camera like in 
the Swedish selection she is a sure 
qualifier. If she fails to do that I am not even 
sure she will make it, based on my 
colleagues reactions. They call it camp, 
boring, not Sweden in Eurovision and 
uninteresting. That’s scary.

2

Czech Republic We are domi Lights off Austria is gone, so we need this in the final. 
Some party and dance.

6
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